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Sharp L2 estimates for Weyl quantized pseudodifferential operators are estab-
lished in the framework of Ho rmander’s classes of symbols S m*, $ . In particular, the
case of forbidden symbols is discussed.  1999 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
In this paper, we consider the Weyl quantization for pseudodifferential
operators and give sharp estimates for their L2 norms with respect to the
regularity of their symbols. This is done essentially in the framework of
Ho rmander’s classes of symbols S m*, $ . However, our most general results
are stated in the more general context of the L2 (or H s) uniformly local
regularity. In comparison with the standard quantization case [13, 10, 21,
12, 7, 25, 19, ...], a very little attention was paid to the sharpness of the
usual L2 estimates for pseudodifferential operators in the Weyl quantiza-
tion case, though this has become a current tool in the analysis of partial
differential equations mainly after the works of L. Ho rmander [15] and
A. Unterberger [29]. Of course, such precise L2 estimates for pseudodif-
ferential operators are useful in general in the analysis of partial differential
equations. They are particularly needed in the microlocal analysis of
nonlinear equations. The reason for this is simply that the symbol of a
nonlinear partial differential equation at a non smooth solution is also
non-smooth with respect to the space variable. About this, we refer, for
example, to the works of J.-M. Bony [2] and Y. Meyer [23], in the
standard quantization case. See also the book by M. E. Taylor [28]. The
microlocal analysis of nonlinear equations may also require the symbols to
have a limited regularity with respect to the frequence variable as well. An
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example of such a situation is given by the problem of the canonical trans-
formation of paradifferential operators discussed in [3]. The passage from
the standard quantization to the Weyl quantization at the L2 estimates
level proved to be not straightforward mainly if one seeks for sharpness or
if one is interested by the S 01, 1 class of symbols. To explain this and to give
more details on our motivations, let us recall that:
 If m # R, 0*, $1, S m*, $ is the Fre chet space of C
 functions
a: R2n  C such that, for all :, ; # Nn, the function (1+|’| )* |;|&$ |:|&m :x
;’ a(x, ’) is bounded in R
2n.
 If 0t1 and a # S$(R2n), Opt(a) is the pseudodifferential
operator defined by
[Opt(a) v](x)=(2?)&n |
R2n
ei(x& y) ’a(tx+(1&t) y, ’) v( y) dy d’, (1.1)
where v # S(Rn). Of course, this integral has a sense as an element of
S$(Rn).
 Opw(a)=Op12(a) and Op(a)=Op1(a) are respectively the Weyl
and standard quantizations of the symbol a.
This work is motivated at least by the following three ideas:
(i) The conditions on the symbol that imply the L2 continuity of
the associated operator depend on the used quantization. Indeed, a simple
example illustrating this fact is given by the condition a # L1(Rn_Rn).
One can check easily that in this case Opw(a) defines a bounded operator
in L2(Rn). However, as the example a(x, ’)=|x|&n2 e&x2 e&’2 shows,
this condition is not sufficient to ensure the L2 continuity of Op(a). In
fact, using L1, we know that a sharp condition for Op(a) to be bounded
in L2, is that a(x, ’) and, roughly, its mixed derivatives of order n2 in
x and of order n2 in ’ are in L1; cf. [4] or [5]. This example also
shows that the Weyl quantization can be less demanding than the standard
one.
(ii) More than twenty years ago, H. O. Cordes [13] gave L2
estimates for Opt(a), 0t1, when a # S 00, 0 , weakening greatly the
regularity assumptions on the symbol in the CalderonVaillancourt
theorem, [9]. He proved the following:
Theorem 1.1.  Op(a) defines a bounded operator in L2(Rn) whenever
:x 
;
’ a # L
(Rn_Rn) for all multi-indices :, ; such that |:|, |;|[n2]+1,
or, for some real s, s$>n2, (1&2x)s2 (1&2’)s$2 a # L(Rn_Rn).
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 Opt(a), 0t<1, defines a bounded operator in L2(Rn) whenever
:x 
;
’ a # L
(Rn_Rn) for all multi-indices :, ; such that |:|, |;|2[n2]+2,
or, for some real s, s$>n, (1&2x)s2 (1&2’)s$2 a # L(Rn_Rn).
Some years later, R. Coifman and Y. Meyer [12] proved the sharpness
of the first part of this theorem with respect to the used number of
derivatives of the symbol. In fact, they considered the symbol a(x, ’)=
exp(&x2&ix’)(1+’2)&n4 for which :x
;
’ a is a bounded function for
|:|n2 and arbitrary ;, and showed that Op(a) is not bounded in L2(Rn).
For the second part of Theorem 1.1, this question of sharpness has
remained open. In fact, R. Howe [18] and G. B. Folland [14] have given
other proofs of the CalderonVaillancourt theorem in the Weyl quantiza-
tion case. R. Howe applied a general estimate for locally compact groups
and G. B. Folland followed the same idea with analytical arguments.
However, both proofs assumed the boundedness of :x
;
’ a(x, ’) for
|:|+ |;|2n+1, and this, actually, is not an improvement of Cordes
estimates. Indeed, using a little of classical analysis on Bessel potentials,
one can show that if this condition is satisfied, then (1&2x)s2 (1&2’)s2
a(x, ’) is a bounded function in R2n, say for n<s<n+12. There is also
an indirect proof due to J. Sjo strand based on the use of the Wiener
algebra Sw (see [26] or [27]). However, in terms of regularity, it is not
better than that of Howe or Folland.
(iii) The third idea concerns symbols of type (1, 1) and is inspired by
the work of G. Bourdaud [7, 8] and L. Ho rmander [16, 17] on the
standard quantization. In 1972, C.-H. Ching [11] found a symbol a # S 01, 1
such that Op(a) is not bounded in L2. However, we know that if a # S 01, 1 ,
Op(a) is bounded in the Sobolev space H s, for all s>0; cf. Y. Meyer
[23, 24]. This implies, by a simple interpolation argument, that if a # S 01, 1
and if there exists a b # S 01, 1 such that Op(a)
C=Op(b), then, Op(a) is
bounded in L2. In his thesis, in 1983, G. Bourdaud showed that (Op S 01, 1)
& (Op S 01, 1)
C is the greatest sub-algebra of L(L2) which is a C-invariant
subspace of Op S 01, 1 . In consequence of this work and of that of
L. Ho rmander [16, 17], one is led to the idea that the non-boundedness in
L2 of operators in Op S 01, 1 is due to the lack of stability of Op S
0
1, 1 under
the C-operation. The fact that (Opw(a))C=Opw(a ), then, allows one to
believe in the boundedness in L2 of all operators in Opw S 01, 1 .
The following are the main consequences of our results:
Theorem 1.2. Opw(a) defines a bounded operator in L2(Rn) whenever
:x 
;
’ a # L
(Rn_Rn) for all multi-indices :, ; such that |:|, |;|[n2]+1
(resp. :, ; # [0, 1]n). Moreover, there exist symbols a(x, ’) for which Opw(a)
is not bounded in L2(Rn) and such that :x
;
’ a are bounded functions for
|;|n2 and arbitrary : (or, symmetrically, for |:|n2 and arbitrary ;).
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Theorem 1.3. If 0<$<1, Opw(a) defines a bounded operator in L2(Rn)
whenever (1+|’| )$( |;|&|:| ) :x 
;
’ a # L
(Rn_Rn) for all multi-indices :, ;
such that |:|, |;|[n2]+1 (resp. :, ; # [0, 1]n). Moreover, this result is
sharp with respect to the used number of derivatives of the symbol.
Theorem 1.4. There exists at least a symbol a in S 01, 1 such that Op
w(a)
is bounded in no Sobolev Space H s.
Theorem 1.5. Let a be in S m1, 1 . Define a~ (!, ’) to be the Fourier trans-
form of a(x, ’) with respect to x and set 0\=[ |’|>c] & [ |’\ 12!|<d |’|]
/R2n where c and d are positive constants.
 If a~ (!, ’) vanishes in both 0+ and 0& , then, Opw(a) is bounded
from H s(Rn) to H s&m(Rn), for all s # R.
 There exists at least a symbol a in S 01, 1 which vanish in 0
+ (resp.
0&) such that Opw(a) is not bounded in all Sobolev spaces H s.
Theorem 1.2 may seem to be not surprising in view of what is known in
the standard quantization case. However, if one goes back to the available
methods which give the sharp S 00, 0 type estimates in the standard quan-
tization case (Cordes [13], Coifman and Meyer [12], Hwang [19],
Boulkhemair [5]), their direct application to the Weyl quantization gives
no more than Cordes estimates. This is due essentially to the fact that the
Weyl quantization mixes the x and y variables. Of course, one obtains
worse results if one uses the integral representation that allows one to pass
from the standard quantization to the Weyl’s one. The result was that some
people, including the author, strongly believed in the sharpness of Cordes
estimates in the Weyl quantization case. In fact, the author spent a long
time in seeking a symbol which proves that sharpness, before, being dis-
couraged, reversing the research direction. Our method of proof combines
ideas from Coifman and Meyer [12] and Boulkhemair [5]. The crucial
point that gives the gain of regularity relies on an argument of dilatations
via some dyadic type decomposition. See Lemma 2.3 and its proof in the
next section.
Theorem 1.3 improves a similar result of G. B. Folland [14], who
obtained the conclusion under the condition |:|+|;|2n+1, |:|
2[n2]+2 and |;|2[n(1&$)]+2.
Theorem 1.2 and Theorem 1.3 are consequences of more general
statements which use the uniformly local L2 (or H s) regularity in the same
spirit as [5]. The advantage in using the uniformly local Sobolev spaces
is twofold. First, the L local regularity is replaced by the L2 one which
is of course more general. Recall, by the way, that, in the applications,
the boundedness of functions often costs, roughly speaking, (n2) L2
derivatives, n being the space dimension. Second, it allows one to discuss
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at the same time the case of fractional regularity. We also consider the case
of the uniformly local L1 regularity. See the following sections for details.
Theorem 1.4 shows that the Weyl quantization is worse than the standard
one in the case of symbols of type (1, 1). Recall that operators in Op S 01, 1
are all bounded in H s(Rn) when s>0. Furthermore, an incidental conse-
quence of Theorem 1.4, as remarked by N. Lerner, is the strengthening of
the idea that the temperance of the metrics in Ho rmanderWeyl calculus,
[15], is indeed the right condition if we want to obtain the L2 boundedness
of the associated operators. Recall that the metric (!) 2 dx2+(!) &2 d!2
which corresponds to S 01, 1 is not temperate.
Theorem 1.5 explains the geometry behind the lack of boundedness of
elements of Opw(S m1, 1) in the same spirit as Theorem 3.4 of Ho rmander
[16], in the standard quantization case.
A part of this work concerned with symbols of type (1, 1) has appeared
in a compressed form as a Compte Rendu de l’Acade mie des Sciences de
Paris [6].
Some Notations. ‘‘Cst’’ will always stand for some positive constant
which may change from one inequality to the other.
| } | s (resp. & }&E) denotes the norm in the Sobolev space H s (resp. the
space E).
(u | v) is the scalar product in L2.
u^=F(u) is the Fourier transform of u.
For a symbol a(x, ’), F1(a)(!, ’) and F2(a)(x, y) denote the Fourier
transforms of x [ a(x, ’) and ’ [ a(x, ’), respectively.
{k is the translation operator, {ku(x)=u(x&k).
L(E) is the space of bounded operators in E.
If x # Rn, (x)=- 1+x2.
[x] denotes the integral part of the real number x.
[:, ;] stands for the compact interval [x # R; :x;].
utv means that uv and vu are bounded.
2. ESTIMATES OF TYPE (0, 0)
In this context, our most general result is the following estimate:
Theorem 2.1. There exists a constant C>0 such that, for all
a # L(R2n) with supp a^/>2ni=1 [&Ri , Ri], Ri1, 1i2n, the following
inequality holds:
&Opw(a)&L(L2)C(R1R2 } } } R2n)12 |a|0; ul .
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Here and in the sequel, for s # R, | } | s; ul stands for the norm in the
uniformly local Sobolev space H sul ,
|u| s; ul=sup
y
|u{y/| s ,
/ being a fixed test function (in D or S) with non-zero integral. This
defines a Banach space H sul and changing / gives rise to an equivalent
norm. See Kato [20] for some basic properties of this space.
Proof of Theorem 2.1. First of all, we can assume that a # S(R2n). In
fact, suppose that the theorem holds in this case. Set aj (z)= f (zj) a(z),
where j1, z # R2n, f # S(R2n), f (0)=1, and supp f /[&1, 1]2n. Since a
is bounded and has a compact spectrum, aj # S(R2n). Moreover,
supp a^j />2ni=1 [&1&Ri , 1+Ri]. Hence,
|(Opw(aj) v | u)|C(1+R1)12 } } } (1+R2n)12 |a j |0; ul |u|0 |v|0
2nC(R1 R2 } } } R2n)12 & f &L |a| 0; ul |u|0 |v|0 ,
for all u, v # S(Rn). On the other hand, we have
(Opw(aj) v | u)=(2?)&n | F2(aj)(x, y) v(x+ 12 y) u (x& 12 y) dx dy,
where F2(aj)(x, y) is the Fourier transform of a j (x, ’) with respect to ’.
Since aj  a in S$(R2n) as j  , it is clear that (Opw(a j) v | u) 
(Opw(a) v | u). Hence, passing to the limit as j   in the last inequality,
for all u, v, we obtain what we want.
Next, to go on with the proof, we need two lemmata.
Lemma 2.2. There exists a constant C>0 such that, for all a # S(R2n)
and all / # S(Rn) with  /(x) dx=1, we have
&Opw(a)&L(L2)C sup
k # Rn \| |/(x) |(x) |( y) F2(a)(x+k, y)| 2 dx dy+
12
,
where |(x)=>ni=1 (xi)
si, si>1, 1in.
Proof. Set
I=(Opw(a) v | u), u, v # S(Rn). (2.1)
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We have, using elementary transformations,
(2?)n I=| F2(a)(x, y) v(x+ 12 y) u (x& 12 y) dx dy
=| /(x&k) F2(a)(x, y) v(x+ 12 y) u (x& 12 y) dx dy dk
=| /(x) F2(a)(x+k, y) v(x+ 12 y+k) u (x& 12 y+k) dx dy dk.
Applying CauchySchwarz and Peetre inequalities, we can estimate as
|I |(2?)&n | \| |(x+ 12 y) |(x& 12 y) |/(x) F2(a)(x+k, y)|2 dx dy+
12
_\| |v(x+
1
2 y+k) u (x&
1
2 y+k)|
2
|(x+ 12 y) |(x&
1
2 y)
dx dy+
12
dk
Cst | \| ||(x) |( y) /(x) F2(a)(x+k, y)|2 dx dy+
12
_\| |u (x+k) v( y+k)|
2
|(x) |( y)
dx dy+
12
dk
Cst sup
k \| ||(x) |( y) /(x) F2(a)(x+k, y)|2 dx dy+
12
_\| |u(x+k)|
2
|(x)
dx dk+
12
\| |v( y+k)|
2
|( y)
dy dk+
12
Cst sup
k \| ||(x) |( y) /(x) F2(a)(x+k, y)|2 dx dy+
12
|u|0 |v| 0 ,
which proves the lemma. K
The following lemma is a strengthening of the preceding one and con-
tains the crucial argument in the proof of Theorem 2.1.
Lemma 2.3. There exists a constant C>0 such that, for all a # S(R2n)
with F2(a)(x, y)=0 when y  >ni=1 [&R i , Ri], Ri1, 1in, and all
/ # S(Rn) with  /(x) dx=1, the following estimate holds,
&Opw(a)&L(L2)
C(R1 } } } Rn)12 sup
k # Rn \| |/(x) |(x) a(Rx+k, ’)|2 dx d’+
12
,
where Rx stands for (R1x1 , ..., Rnxn) and | is as in the preceding lemma.
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Proof. Starting from (2.1), we can write, using dilatations,
(2?)n I=| F2(b)(Rx, y) V(x+ 12 y) U (x& 12 y) dx dy,
where we have set b(x, ’)=a(x, R&11 ’1 , ..., R
&1
n ’n), U(x)=(R1 } } } Rn)
12
u(Rx) and V(x)=(R1 } } } Rn)12 v(Rx). Now, we apply Lemma 2.2 with
si=2, 1in, and, since the spectrum of ’ [ b(x, ’) is contained in a
fixed compact set, we use a Bernstein type inequality to obtain
|I |Cst sup
k # Rn \| } /(x) |(x) ‘
n
i=1
(1&2’i) b(Rx+k, ’) }
2
dx d’+
12
|U|0 |V| 0
Cst sup
k # Rn \| |/(x) |(x) b(Rx+k, ’)| 2 dx d’+
12
|u|0 |v|0
Cst(R1 } } } Rn)12 sup
k # Rn \| |/(x) |(x) a(Rx+k, ’)| 2 dx d’+
12
|u|0 |v|0 ,
which establishes the lemma. K
End of Proof of Theorem 2.1. As before we have to estimate (2.1). We
can write
I=(2?)&n | e i(x& y) ’b \x+ y2 , ’+ U (x) V( y) dx dy d’, (2.2)
with b(x, ’)=a(R&1x, R’), U(x)=u(R&1x)- R1 } } } Rn , V(x)=v(R&1x)
- R1 } } } Rn and Rx=(R1x1 , ..., Rnxn). Observe that the spectrum of b is
contained in [&1, 1]n_>ni=1 [&Ri Rn+i , Ri Rn+i].
By using Fourier inversion formula and introducing a  # S(Rn) with
 (’) d’=1, we can transform (2.2) to obtain
I=(2?)&2n | F1(b)(!, ’+l ) (’) U (&’& 12!&l ) V (’& 12!+l ) d! d’ dl,
(2.3)
where ! [ F1(b)(!, ’) is the Fourier transform of b(x, ’) with respect to x.
Now, we take an even integer s>n2 and write
(’+ 12!)
s (’& 12 !)
s= :
|:| , |;| 2s
c:, ;!:’;,
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with some real coefficients c:, ; . We introduce this formula in (2.3) to
obtain
I=(2?)&2n | F1(bl)(!, ’) U l (&’& 12!) V l (’& 12!) d! d’ dl
=| (Opw(bl) V l | Ul) dl,
where U l (!)=(!) &s U (!&l), V l (’)=(!) &s V (’+l ), and
bl (x, ’)= :
|:| , |;| 2s
c:, ;D:xb(x, ’+l ) (’) ’
;.
Next, we choose  such that supp  /[&1, 1]n and since then
supp b l /[&1, 1]n_ ‘
n
i=1
[&1&Ri Rn+i , 1+RiRn+i],
we can apply Lemma 2.3,
|I |Cst ‘
n
i=1
(1+RiRn+1)12
_| sup
k # Rn \| |/(x) |(x) bl (Sx+k, ’)| 2 dx d’+
12
|Ul |0 |Vl |0 dl,
where Sx stands for ((1+R1Rn+1) x1 , ..., (1+Rn R2n) xn). Since the spec-
trum of x [ b(x, ’) is contained in a fixed compact set, we can apply a
Bernstein type inequality to obtain the following one
| |/(x) |(x) bl (Sx+k, ’)| 2 dx d’
Cst sup
k # Rn
| |/1(x) 1(’) b(Sx+k, ’+l )| 2 dx d’,
where /1=|/ and 1(’)=(’) 2s (’). In fact, it suffices to write b(x, ’)=
 f ( y) b(x& y, ’) dy with some fixed f # S(Rn) such that f =1 on
[&1, 1]n, so that
bl (Sx+k, ’)= :
|:| , |;|2s
c:, ; | D:f ( y) b(Sx+k& y, ’+l ) (’) ’; dy,
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and then, to estimate, using Minkowski inequality, as
\| |/(x) bl (Sx+k, ’)|2 dx d’+
12
 :
:, ;
|c:, ; | | |D:f ( y)|
_\| |/1(x) b(Sx+k& y, ’+l ) (’) ’;| 2 dx d’+
12
dy
Cst :
:
| |D:f ( y)|
_\| |/1(x) 1(’) b(Sx+k& y, ’+l )|2 dx d’+
12
dy
Cst sup
k # Rn \| |/1(x) 1(’) b(Sx+k, ’+l )|2 dx d’+
12
.
Now, this allows us to estimate the integral I as
|I |Cst ‘
2n
i=1
R12i | sup
k # Rn \| |/1(x) 1(’) b(S(x+k), ’+l )| 2 dx d’+
12
_|Ul |0 |Vl |0 dl
Cst ‘
2n
i=1
R12i sup
k, l # Rn \| |/1(x&k) 1(’&l) a(R&1Sx, R’)|2 dx d’+
12
_\| |U l | 20 dl+
12
\| |Vl | 20 dl+
12
Cst - R1 } } } R2n |a|0; ul |u| 0 |v|0 .
To obtain this last inequality from the preceding one we just applied the
following simple lemma:
Lemma 2.4. For all  # S(Rn), there exists a constant C>0 such that,
for all u # L2ul (R
n) and T11, ..., Tn1, we have
sup
k # Rn \| |(x&k) u(T1x1 , ..., Tnxn)|2 dx+
12
C |u| 0; ul .
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Proof. Set Tx=(T1x1 , ..., Tnxn) and Q= |(x&k) u(Tx)|2 dx. If
/ # S(Rn) defines the norm of L2ul , we can write
Q=| |(T&1x&k) /(x&l)2 u(x)|2
dx dl
|/2| 20 det T
.
To estimate this quantity, we use the Peetre inequality
(k&T&1l)- 2 (k&T&1x)(T&1(x&l ))- 2 (k&T&1x)(x&l).
Using an exponent _>n, we have the estimates
Q
2_2
|/2| 20 det T
_|
|(T&1x&k) _2 (T &1x&k)(x&l) _2 /(x&l )2 u(x)|2
(k&T&1l) _
dx dl

2_2 &(x)_ ||2&L &(x) _ |/|2&L
|/2| 20 det T |
|/(x&l ) u(x)| 2
(k&T &1l) _
dx dl
2_2 |/2| &20 &(x)
_ || 2&L &(x) _ |/|2&L |
dl
(l) _
|u|0; ul .
This proves the lemma and at the same time achieves the proof of
Theorem 2.1. K
To be able to state certain corollaries of Theorem 2.1, we need to recall
the definitions of some anisotropic uniformly local Sobolev spaces and that
of some Besov type spaces.
For s, s$ # R, _=(_1 , ..., _n) # Rn, we write:
 u # H s, s$(Rn_Rn$) (resp. u # H _(Rn)) if u is a tempered distribution
such that the integral
|u| 2s, s$ =| |(!) s (!$) s$ u^(!, !$)| 2 d! d!$
\resp. |u| 2_=| } ‘
n
i=1
(!i) _i u^(!) }
2
d!+
is finite. This defines Hilbert spaces when equipped with the obvious struc-
tures.
 u # H s, s$ul (R
n_Rn$) (resp. u # H _ul(R
n)) if u is a tempered distribution
such that
|u| s, s$; ul= sup
k # Rn+n$
|u{k/| s, s$ (resp. |u|_; ul= sup
k # Rn
|u{k /|_) (2.4)
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is finite for some / # S with non-zero integral. One can check that,
endowed with the respective norms (2.4), the spaces H s, s$ul and H
_
ul are com-
plete and that changing the function / leads to equivalent norms.
If 1=k # N .k is a fixed dyadic decomposition (or partition of unity) in
R (i.e. .0 # D(R), .1 # D(R"0), .k+1(!)=.k(!2), ! # R, k1), we define
an n-dyadic decomposition in Rn by 1= j # Nn .j , where . j (!)=
.j1(!1) } } } .jn(!n), j=( j1 , ..., jn), !=(!1 , ..., !n) # R
n. Similarly, a double
dyadic decomposition in Rn_Rn$ is defined by 1=k, k$ # N .k .$k$ , where
1=k # N .k and 1=k # N .$k are fixed dyadic decompositions in Rn and
Rn$ respectively.
For s, s$ # R, _=(_1 , ..., _n) # Rn and p, q # [1, ], we also write:
 u # B_p, q(R
n) (resp. u # B s, s$p, q(R
n_Rn$)) if and only if
u # S$(Rn) and ( j [ 2 j_ &.j (D) u&Lp) # lq(Nn) with j_= j1 _1+ } } } + jn_n
(resp. u # S$(Rn_Rn$) and
((k, k$) [ 2ks+k$s$ &(.k .$k$)(D) u&Lp) # lq(N_N)).
As in the case of classical Besov spaces, this does not depend on the used
dyadic decomposition and defines Banach spaces when equipped with the
natural norms.
 u # E iff u # S$(R2n) and &u&E = j # Nn 212( j1+ } } } + jn) |.j (D) u|0; ul
<. This defines a Banach algebra. See [5, Appendix A2].
Corollary 2.5. If a # S$(Rn_Rn), then Opw(a) defines a bounded
operator in L2(Rn) whenever a(x, ’) is a function satisfying one of the
following conditions:
(i) :x
;
’ a # L
(R2n) for all multi-indices :, ; such that |:|, |;|
[n2]+1.
(ii) :x
;
’ a # L
(R2n) for all multi-indices :, ; # [0, 1]n.
(iii) a # H s, s$ul (R
n_Rn) with s>n2, s$>n2.
(iv) a # H _ul (R
2n) with _ # R2n, _ i> 12 , 1i2n.
(v) a # Bn2, n2, 1 (R
n_Rn) or a # B (12, ..., 12), 1 (R_ } } } _R).
(vi) a # E.
Moreover, one can estimate the operator norm of Opw(a) by the norm of
a in each of these functional spaces.
Proof. Since all the involved spaces are complete and continuously
embedded in S$(R2n), the second statement of the corollary is an easy con-
sequence of the closed graph theorem. Thus, we are only concerned with
the first one.
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(vi) Since a=j # Nn .j (D) a and supp .j (D)@ a/>2ni=1 [&Cst 2
ji,
Cst 2 ji], applying Theorem 2.1 yields
&Opw(a)&L(L2)Cst :
j # N2n
212( j1+ } } } + j2n) |.j (D) a| 0; ul=Cst &a&E .
N.B. This part is in fact equivalent to the statement of Theorem 2.1.
(v) This follows from the inclusions Bn2, n2, 1 (R
n_Rn)/B (12, ..., 12), 1
(R_ } } } _R)/E. See [5, Appendix A4] for the first inclusion.
(iv) Let us show that H _ul(R
2n)/E. Let a be in H _ul(R
2n) and take
/ # S such that  /(z) dz=1. We can write a^(‘)= a{z/@(‘) dz in a distribu-
tional sense, so that we have the following equalities also in the sense of
distributions,
F[{k/.j (D) a](‘)
=(2?)&2n | {k/@(‘&‘$) .j (‘$) a^(‘$) d‘$
=(2?)&2n | {k/@(‘&‘$) .j (‘$) a{z /@(‘$) dz d‘$
=(2?)&2n | eik‘ei(k&z) ‘$/^(‘&‘$) .j (‘$) /{&za@ (‘$) dz d‘$
=|
e&ik‘ ei(k&z) ‘$
(2?)2n (k&z) N
(D‘$) N [/^(‘&‘$) .j (‘$) /{&za@ (‘$)] dz d‘$
= :
:, ;, #
|
c:, ;, #
(k&z) N
{k/:@(‘&‘$) .j, ;(‘$) a{z /#@ (‘$) dz d‘$, (2.5)
where /:(z)=z:/(z), .j, ;=;.j , the c:, ;, # are constants, N=2n+2 and
the sum is of course finite. Here, we have applied classical formulas on
Fourier transforms of tempered distributions and also performed simple
integrations by parts. Now, the assumption on a implies that z [ a{z/@ is a
bounded function from Rn to L1(Rn), so that in (2.5) we have in fact a true
Lebesgue integral. Moreover, because of the support of .j , we have
|.j, ;(‘) >2ni=1 ((‘i)
&_i |Cst 2& j_. Hence,
|F[{k/. j (D) a]|0  :
:, ;, #
|
|c:, ;, # |
(k&z) N
&/:@&L1 |.j, ;a{z/#@ | 0 dz
Cst 2& j_ :
:, ;, #
&/:@&L1 |
|a{z/# |_
(k&z) N
dz
Cst 2& j_ sup
z, #
|a{z/# |_Cst 2& j_ |a|_; ul ,
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so that, j 2(12) | j | |.j (D) a|0; ulCst j >2ni=1 2
& ji (_i&12) |a|_; ul=Cst |a|_; ul .
In other words, a # E.
(iii) Clearly, we have H s, s$ul (R
n_Rn)/H {ul (R
2n) if {=({1 , ..., {2n) is
such that {1+ } } } +{ns and {n+1+ } } } +{2ns$. Since it is possible to
take {i> 12 , 1i2n, we can apply (iv).
(ii) Such an a is in B (1, ..., 1),  (R_ } } } _R). In fact, if a # C
2n(R2n), by
classical arguments, one can show that
|.j (D) a(z)|Cst 2&| j | sup
: # [0, 1]2n
&:a&L , z # R2n,
the constant being independent of a. Otherwise, one can regularize a,
apply this inequality, and then pass to the limit in the left hand side while
bounding the right hand side by Cst 2&| j | sup: # [0, 1]2n &:a&L . Now, since
B(1, ..., 1),  (R_ } } } _R)/B
(12, ..., 12)
, 1 (R_ } } } _R), we apply (v).
(i) Such an a is in Bs, s, (R
n_Rn)/Bn2, n2, 1 (R
n_Rn), s=[n2]+1.
To prove it, one may use an argument similar to that of (ii).
Proposition 2.6. The results obtained in Corollary 2.5 are sharp. More
precisely, there exist symbols a(x, ’) such that Opw(a) is not bounded in
L2(Rn) and :x
;
’ a are bounded functions for |:|n2 and arbitrary ; (resp.
for |;|n2 and arbitrary :).
Proof. Given a non-zero / # S(Rn), set
a(x, ’)=e&2ix’/(x)(’) &n2. (2.6)
The functions :x
;
’ a are clearly bounded for all :, ; # N
n such that
|:|n2. Let us show that the integral
I=| Opw(a) v(x) } u(x) dx, u, v # S(Rn), (2.7)
is not bounded when u, v describe some bounded subsets of L2(Rn). We
can write
I=(2?)&n | ei(x& y) ’e&i(x+ y) ’/((x+ y)2)(’) &n2 u(x) v( y) dx dy d’
=?&2n | /^(4!)(!+’) &n2 u^(&2!) v^(2’) d! d’.
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Now, if  # D(Rn), 0, =1 near 0, we take u, v defined by
u^(&2!)=/^(4!) and v^(2’)=
(’R)
(’) n2 ln(2+’2)
, R>0.
Notice that |v|0 is bounded with respect to R. Then,
I=?&2n |
|/^(4!)|2 (’R) d! d’
(!+’) n2 (’) n2 ln(2+’2)
.
Finally, using Peetre inequality, we obtain
I?&2n2&n4 |
|/^(4!)| 2 d!
(!) n2 |
(’R) d’
(’) n ln(2+’2)
=Cst |
(’R) d’
(’) n ln(2+’2)
.
The function 1(’) n ln(2+’2) being non-integrable, clearly, I   as
R  .
To justify the symmetric statement, we only recall the fact that if b(x, ’)
=a(’, x), then Opw(b) is bounded in L2(Rn) if and only if Opw(a) is. K
Remarks 2.7. (1) The symbol a(x, ’)=eix’ e&x2(’)&n2 of Coifman
and Meyer defines in Weyl quantization a bounded operator in L2 as one
can verify easily. Recall that this is not the case in the standard quantiza-
tion. Hence, the ‘‘2’’ in the exponential in (2.6) is crucial. This is somewhat
explained in Section 4.
(2) If we take
b(x, ’)= :
k # Zn
e&2ixk(k) &n2 /(’&k),
one can check that Opw(b) is not bounded in L2(Rn) and so this gives
another example in the spirit of Proposition 2.6.
(3) All the results above remain valid in the case of t-quantization,
0<t<1. Recall that this is defined by (1.1). There is almost nothing to
change in the proofs. However, we have to replace formula (2.6) by
a(x, ’)=e&ix’t/(x)(’) &n2,
or
a(x, ’)= :
k # Zn
e&2ixk(k) &n2 /(’&2tk).
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Notice that in the standard case, i.e., t=1 (and so also t=0), the analogue
of Theorem 2.1 is already proved in [5] by means of an elementary
method using Wigner integrals. Unfortunately, we did not succeed in adapt-
ing it here. The method of Wigner integrals, initiated in this context by
Hwang [19], seems to be well suited to the standard case only.
The Case of L1ul Regularity. Since the condition a # L
1(R2n) is sufficient
for Opw(a) to be bounded in L2(Rn), one may ask the following question:
Does the estimate of Theorem 2.1 remain true if one replaces the space L2ul
by the more general space L1ul , the set of measurable functions which are
locally uniformly integrable?
The answer is as follows:
Proposition 2.8. The estimate of Theorem 2.1 is no longer true if one
replaces the space L2ul by the space L
1
ul .
Recall that one can define L1ul in the same way as L
2
ul : u # L
1
ul iff u # S$
and &u&L1ul=supk &u{k/&L1<, for some / # S with non zero integral.
This defines a Banach space when provided with & }&L1ul and when we
modify / we obtain an equivalent norm.
Proof. If the statement of Proposition 2.8 was false, then, the following
would hold:
(S) If >2ni=1 (Di)
_i a # L1ul (R
2n) and _ i> 12 , 1i2n, then Op
w(a)
defines a bounded operator in L2(Rn).
Indeed, with such an a, we can write a=>2ni=1 (Di)
&_i b with
b # L1ul (R
2n), so that, if 1=j .j is the fixed 2n-dyadic decomposition in
R2n, we have, using the notation 2 jz=(2 j1z1 , ..., 2 j2nz2n),
.j (D) a(z)=(2?)&2n | eiz‘.j (‘) ‘
2n
i=1
(‘i) &_i b (‘) d‘
=(2?)&2n 2 | j | | ei2 jz‘.(‘) ‘
2n
i=1
(2 ji ‘i) &_i b (2 j‘) d‘
=2 | j | | j (2 j (z&z$)) b(z$) dz$,
where . # D(R2n) is such that .j (‘)=.(2& j‘) and j is the inverse
Fourier transform of ‘ [ .(‘) >2ni=1 (2
ji ‘i)&_i. Hence, &.j (D) a&L1ul
&j &L1 &b&L1ul . Now, the function . is in fact a tensor product of functions
of the form .0(‘i) or .1(‘i 2) which are in D(R) and D(R"0) respectively
and we have a factor .0(‘i) if and only if ji=0. Consequently, the set
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[2 j_j : j # N2n] is bounded in D(R2n) and so, &.j (D) a&L1ul
Cst 2& j_ &b&L1ul . Finally,
&Opw(a)&L(L2) :
j
&Opw(.j (D) a)&L(L2)
Cst :
j
212 | j | &.j (D) a&L1ul
Cst :
j
2(12&_1) j1+ } } } +(12&_2n) j2n &b&L1ul
=Cst &b&L1ul .
Next, let us show that the statement (S) is false. To do this, we shall
produce a symbol a such that >2ni=1 (Di) a # L
1
ul (R
2n) and Opw(a) is not
bounded in L2(Rn). Details of this are given only in the case n=1 since the
multidimensional case follows just by taking obvious products. Define
a(x, ’)=f (x) g(’), f (x)= :
k # Z
#ke4?ixk, g(’)= :
l # Z
cl eil’,
cl=
$l
- 1+l2
,
where (#k) is a rapidly decreasing positive sequence and ($l) is a positive
sequence which tends to 0 at infinity and to be precised later. Of course,
f is a C periodic function, (D) g(’)=l $leil’ and one can choose ($l)
so that this series defines an element of L1(T)/L1ul (R). Therefore, we have
(Dx) s (D’) a # L1ul (R
2) for all s # N. Let us prove now that, if ($l) is
suitably chosen, Opw(a) is not bounded in L2(R). For a technical reason,
we prefer to work with the partial sums of g. However, since we are not
sure that the partial sums of (D) g converge to (D) g in the sense of
L1(T), we set gN(’)=(1N+1) NM=0  |l |M cle
il’ and aN= f gN . It is
a well known fact that the Cesaro, means of the Fourier series of an
element of L1(T) converge to this element in the sense of L1(T). So,
limN   (Dx)(D’) aN=(Dx)(D’) a in L1ul (R
2) and, if (S) was true,
limN   &Opw(aN)&L(L2)=&Opw(a)&L(L2) . In particular, for all u, v #
L1(R), the sequence ((Opw(aN) v | u))N would be bounded. We are going to
show that, if u, v # L2(R) and ($l) are suitably chosen, then, IN=
(Opw(aN) v | u)   as N  , which will prove the proposition. Take
u(x)= :
p # Z
=p /(x& p) and v(x)= :
q # Z
=$q/(x&q), (2.8)
where / # S(R) and (=p), (=$q) are square integrable positive sequences, so
that these series define elements u, v of L2(R) as one can check easily. Since
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Opw(aN) # L(L2), it is clear that IN=limK, L   IN, K, L where IN, K, L=
(Opw(aN) vL | uK) and uK , vL are the usual partial sums of u, v, respectively.
We have
IN, K, L = :
N
M=0
:
k # Z
:
|l |M
#k cl
N+1 | e
4?ixkuK (x) vL(x+l ) dx
= :
N
M=0
:
k # Z
:
|l |M
:
| p|K
:
|q|L
#kcl=p =$q
N+1
_| e4?ixk/(x) /(x+l+ p&q) dx.
We choose /(x)=e&x22 and compute this last integral. We obtain
IN, K, L = :
M, k, l, p, q
#kcl=p=$q
N+1
- ? e&((4?k)2+(l+ p&q)2)4
=
#
N+1
:
M, l, p, q
$l =p =$q
- 1+l2
e&(l+ p&q)
24,
where #=- ? k # Z #k e&4?
2k2. At this stage, there is no problem to take the
limit as K, L   to obtain
IN=
#
N+1
:
N
M=0
:
|l |M
:
p # Z
:
q # Z
$l=p=$q
- 1+l2
e&(l+ p&q)
24
Now, we have the following lower bound for IN ,
IN
#
N+1
:
N
M=0
:
|l |M
:
q # Z
$ l=q&l=$q
- 1+l2
=
#
N+1
:
N
M=0
:
|l | M
$l dl
- 1+l2
,
where (dl) is the convolution of (=&p) and (=$q). The final argument is that
one can choose ($l) and (dl) to be sequences that tend to 0 very slowly.
In fact, take $l=1 ln[ln( |l |+3)], l # Z. One can easily verifies that
$l+1+$l&12$l , \l1. Therefore, there exists h # L1(T), h0, whose
Fourier coefficients are just $l , l # Z. (See, for example, Katznelson’s book
[22, p. 22]). Write h as a product of two L2 functions h=h1h2 , and take
=q=| h1@(&q)|, =$q=| h2@(q)|, q # Z. Here, hi@(q) denotes the q th Fourier coef-
ficient of hi . It is clear that dl$l , \l # Z. Hence,
IN
#
N+1
:
N
M=0
JM , where JM= :
|l |M
$2l
- 1+l2
.
Clearly, JM   as M   and so, IN   as N  . K
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Remark 2.9. One can show that if >2ni=1 (Di)
_i a # L1ul (R
2n) and _i>1,
1i2n, then, Opw(a) defines a bounded operator in L2(Rn). So, the
example constructed above also shows that such a result is sharp.
3. ESTIMATES OF TYPE ($, $), 0<$<1
Theorem 1.3 is a consequence of the following general result which uses
the uniformly local H s (or H s, s$) regularity in the spirit of the preceding
section.
Theorem 3.1. Let E stands for one of the spaces H s, s$ul (R
n_Rn),
s, s$>n2 and H _ul (R
2n), _ # R2n, _i> 12 , 1i2n.
Let a: Rn_Rn  C be a function satisfying
(i) a(x, ’) /(’) is in E, for all / in D(Rn).
(ii) For some $ # ]0, 1[, the set [a(*&$x, *$’) /(*$&1’); *1] is
bounded in E, for all / in D(Rn"0).
Then, Opw(a) defines a bounded operator in L2(Rn) and its norm is
estimated by
&a(x, ’) 0(’)&E+sup
*1
&a(*&$x, *$’) (*$&1’)&E ,
for some 0 # D(Rn),  # D(Rn"0).
Proof. The proof follows the idea of Coifman and Meyer [12]. This is
preferred to the usual argument with Cotlar’s lemma since it gives the best
result. Compare, for example, with the proofs by R. Beals [1] (standard
quantization), and G. B. Folland [14]. Since the proof is similar to that of
Theorem 16 of [5], we shall be brief.
In view of the completeness of the space H s, s$ul (R
n_Rn) and its inclusion
in H _ul (R
2n) for _ i=(sn)> 12 , _n+i=(s$n)>12, 1in, it suffices to
consider the case E=H _ul (R
2n). We start by using a dyadic decomposition
1=.0(’)+j1 .(2& j’) in Rn (i.e., .0 # D(Rn), . # D(Rn"0)) to write
a(x, ’)=j0 aj (2 j$x, 2& j$’), where a0(x, ’)=a(x, ’) .0(’) and aj (x, ’)=
a(2& j$x, 2 j$’) .(2 j($&1)’), j1. Notice that, in view of the assumption
made on a, (aj) is a bounded sequence in E. So, applying Corollary 2.5(iv)
yields Opw(a j) # L(L2) and &Opw(aj)&L(L2)Cst &aj&E , for all j # N. Now,
write aj=bj+rj where bj is given by
bj
t
(!, ’)=/^(2 j($&1)!) aj
t (!, ’), / # S(Rn), /^=1 near 0,
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where u~ (!, ’) denotes the Fourier transform of u(x, ’) with respect to x.
First, notice that (bj) is also a bounded sequence in E. Indeed, we can write
bj (x, ’)=2 j(1&$) n | /(2 j(1&$)y) aj (x& y, ’) dy.
Hence, E being translation invariant, &bj&E&/&L1 &aj&E . Now, set
b(x, ’)=j1 bj (2 j$x, 2& j$’) and B=Opw(b). We have
Bv(@ !)=(2?)&n | b (!&’, 12(!+’)) v^(’) d’, v # S(Rn),
=(2?)&n :
j
2& jn$ | b j[2& j$(!&’), 2& j$&1(!+’)] v^(’) d’.
On the support of integration, we have |!&’|=2 j and c1 2 j|!+’|
c22 j where =>0, 0<c1<c2 are constants. By taking = sufficiently small,
this implies that c$1 2 j|!|c$22 j and c"12 j|’|c"22 j where c$i , ci" are
constants similar to the ci ’s, i=1, 2. Therefore, if / # D(Rn"0) and /(’)=1
when c"1|’|c"2 , we can estimate |Bv|0 as
|Bv| 20 Cst :
j
|Opw[b j (2 j$x, 2& j$’)] /(2& jD) v| 20
(by almost orthogonality)
Cst :
j
&Opw[bj (2 j$x, 2& j$’)]&2L(L2) |/(2
& jD) v| 20
Cst :
j
&Opw(bj)&2L(L2) |/(2
& jD) v| 20
Cst :
j
&b j&2E |/(2
& jD) v| 20
Cst sup
j
&b j&2E :
j
|/(2& jD) v| 20Cst sup
j
&bj&2E |v|
2
0 .
Hence, &B&L(L2)Cst sup j &aj&E . Note that, here, we have also applied the
following elementary lemma which will also be used later and whose proof
is left to the reader:
Lemma 3.2. For all a # S$(Rn_Rn), t # [0, 1] and R>0, Opt(a) is
bounded in L2(Rn) if and only if Opt[a(xR, R’)] is. Moreover, in the case
of boundedness, we have &Opt[a(xR, R’)]&L(L2)=&Opt(a)&L(L2) .
The second step in the proof of Theorem 3.1 concerns of course the study
of rj . By setting F=H _$ul (R
2n), with 12<_$i<_ i , 1i2n, and applying
Corollary 2.5(iv), we obtain &Opw(rj)&L(L2)Cst &rj&F . The rest of the
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proof consists in showing that &rj&F= j sup j &rj&E , with (=j) # l1. Since this
no longer depends on the quantization, it goes on exactly as for
Theorem 16 of [5]. So, we refer to it.
Corollary 3.3. If 0<$<1, Opw(a) defines a bounded operator in
L2(Rn) whenever (’) $( |;|&|:| ) :x 
;
’ a # L
(R2n) for all multi-indices :, ;
such that |:|, |;|[n2]+1 (resp. :, ; # [0, 1]n). Moreover, this result is
sharp with respect to the used number of derivatives of the symbol.
Proof. The assumptions imply that the symbol a satisfies the hypothesis
of Theorem 3.1 where the functional space E is given by
E=[u # L(Rn_Rn); :x
;
’ u # L
(Rn_Rn) for |:|, |;|[n2]+1]
(resp. E=[u # L(Rn_Rn); :x
;
’ u # L
(Rn_Rn) for :, ; # [0, 1]n]).
The corollary follows from the fact that E/H s, sul (R
n_Rn), s=[n2]+1
(resp. E/H (1, 1, ..., 1)ul (R
2n)), an inclusion that the reader can verify with no
major difficulty. So, we can apply Theorem 3.1.
To show the sharpness of these results, we argue as did Coifman and
Meyer [12]. Assume that if (’) $( |;| &|:| ) :x
;
’ a is a bounded function for all
multi-indices :, ; such that |:|N, |;|M, then Opw(a) defines a bounded
operator in L2(Rn).
By the closed graph theorem, there exists a constant C>0 such that
&Opw(a)&L(L2)C sup
|:|N, |;|M
sup
x, ’
(’)$( |;|&|:| ) |:x
;
’ a(x, ’)|,
for such symbols a. In particular, for all functions a # D(R2n) whose sup-
port is contained in Rn_[r|’|3r], (r>0), we have
&Opw(a)&L(L2) =&Opw[a(r$(1&$)x, r&$(1&$)’)]&L(L2)
C$ sup
|:|N, |;|M
&:x
;
’ a&L ,
where the constant C$ neither depends on a nor on r. Now, if supp(a)/
Rn_[ |’|3r] and |’0 |=2r, then, supp[a(x, ’&’0)]/Rn_[r|’|3r].
Hence,
&Opw(a)&L(L2) =&Opw[a(x, ’&’0)]&L(L2)
C$ sup
|:|N, |;|M
&:x
;
’ a&L .
This implies, by a classical argument (see, for example, that in the
beginning of the proof of Theorem 2.1), that if a satisfies :x
;
’ a # L
(R2n)
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for |:|N, |;|M, then Opw(a) is bounded in L2(Rn). Now, by Proposi-
tion 2.6, this is false if Nn2 or Mn2. K
Remarks 3.4. (1) In [14, p. 126], G. B. Folland, using Cotlar’s
lemma, proved the first part of Corollary 3.3 under the following condition
on :, ;: |:|+|;|2n+1, |:|2[n2]+2 and |;|2[n1&$]+2.
(2) Theorem 3.1 and Corollary 3.3 remain true in the case of t-quan-
tization, 0<t<1, as one can see easily by inspecting the proofs above.
4. SYMBOLS OF TYPE (1, 1)
The Counter-example. We consider a slight modification of the example
due to C.-H. Ching [11] and which can be found also in the works of
G. Bourdaud [7, 8] and L. Ho rmander [16, 17]. We fix ’0 # Rn"0 and
/ # D(Rn"0) such that
supp(/)/B(’0 , r), 0<r|’0 |, and /=1 on B(’0 , r$), 0<r$<r,
where B(’0 , r) stands for the open ball centered at ’0 and with radius r,
and we set
a(x, ’)= :
j # N
e&2
j+1ix’0/(2& j’), (x, ’) # Rn_Rn. (4.1)
One can check easily that a # S 01, 1 . We have then the following result:
Theorem 4.1. Opw(a) is bounded in the Sobolev space H s(Rn), s # R, if
and only if s>0.
Proof. Consider the integral
I(a)=(2?)&n |
R2n
ei(x& y) ’a \x+ y2 , ’+ u(x) v( y) dx dy d’, u, v # S(Rn).
(4.2)
If a is given by (4.1), we have
I(a)=(2?)&n :
j0
| /(2& j’) u^(2 j’0&’) v^(2 j’0+’) d’.
Assume s0. It suffices to show that the integral I(a) is not bounded when
u and v describe some bounded subsets of H&s and H s, respectively. We
take
u^(!)=%(!) and v^(’)= :
|k| N
=k % (’&k’0),
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where % # D(Rn) is even, N # N, and (=k) # l2(Z), which implies of course
that v is bounded in L2 with respect to N. Then,
(2?)n I(a)= :
j0
:
|k|N
=k | /(2& j’) %(’&2 j’0) % (’+(2 j&k) ’0) d’.
Now, the support of integration is contained in
[2 j’0+supp(%)] & [(k&2 j) ’0+supp(%)].
So, taking supp(%) small enough with respect to |’0 |, this intersection is
empty when 2 j{k&2 j, and hence,
(2?)n I(a)= :
2 j+1N
=2 j+1 | /(2& j’) |%(’&2 j’0)|2 d’.
More precisely, we choose % such that supp(%)/B(0, *), *inf[r$, |’0 |2]
(and %{0 of course!). We have then Supp(’ [ |%(’&2 j’0)|2)/B(2 j’0 , *)
and /(2& j’)=1 for ’ # B(2 j’0 , 2 j*); so,
(2?)n I(a)= :
2 j+1N
=2 j+1 | |%(’)| 2 d’=Cst :
2 j+1N
=2 j+1 .
It just remains to take, for example, =k=1 ln(k) if k # 2N* and =k=0,
otherwise. Indeed, we have
:
k # Z
=2k= :
j1 \
1
ln 2 j +
2
= :
j1
1
j2 ln2(2)
<,
and, on the other hand,
:
2 j+1N
=2 j+1= :
0 j&1+(ln N ln 2)
1
( j+1) ln 2
  as N  .
Remark. Here, with the same choice for (u, v), we obtain I(a )=0.
Now, let us consider the case s>0. We can write
(2?)n I(a)= :
j, k, l
| /(2& j’) u^k(2 j’0&’) v^l (2 j’0+’) d’, (4.3)
where k uk and l vl are dyadic (or LittlewoodPaley) decompositions of
u and v, respectively. On the support of integration, we have |’&2 j’0 |<
2 jr, |2 j’0&’|t2k and |2 j’0+’|t2 l, where :t; means that :; and ;:
are bounded. Consequently, there exists an integer N0 such that for non
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vanishing terms of (4.3), we have k j+N and j&Nl j+N. We can
then estimate as
|I(a)|Cst :
k j+N, |l& j |N
&/&L |uk |0 |v l |0Cst :
j
$j=j ,
where $j=k j+N 2(k& j) s(2&ks |uk |0) and =j= |l& j |N 2 ( j&l) s(2 ls |vl | 0).
Finally, applying a convolution (or CauchySchwarz) inequality, we
obtain that ($j), (=j) # l2, that
&($j)&l2 Cst \:k 2
&2ks |uk | 20+
12
t |u| &s ,
&(= j)&l2Cst \:l 2
2ls |vl | 20+
12
t |v| s ,
and so, that |I(a)|Cst |u|&s |v| s , which achieves the proof of the
theorem. K
Corollary 4.2. There exists b # S 01, 1 such that Op
w(b) acts in no H s,
s # R.
Proof. Take b=a+a where a is given by (4.1). Theorem 4.1 implies
that (Opw(a))*=Opw(a ) acts in H s if and only if s<0. Hence,
Opw(b)=Opw(a)+Opw(a ) acts in no H s, s{0. It remains to show that
Opw(b) is not bounded in L2. To do this, we go back to the proof of
Theorem 4.1 and use the remark made in it. Therefore, by taking the same
(u, v), we have I(b)=I(a)   as N  .
Another Proof (noticed by J.-M. Bony). If Opw(a) is not bounded in
L2, then, one can take b=Re(a) or b=Im(a). Indeed, if, for example,
Opw[Re(a)] was bounded in some H s, by duality, it would be bounded in
H&s and, by interpolation, in L2. K
A Positive Result. In the same spirit as [16], we prove the following
statement:
Theorem 4.3. Let a # S m1, 1 . Let us denote by a~ (!, ’) the Fourier trans-
form of a(x, ’) with respect to x and assume that the tempered distribution
a~ (!, ’) vanishes in the open set
0+=[ |’|>c] & [ |’+ 12!|<d |’|]
(resp. 0&=[ |’|>c] & [ |’& 12!|<d |’|]),
where c and d are positive constants. Then, Opw(a) is continuous from
H s(Rn) to H s&m(Rn), for all s<0 (resp. s>m).
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Proof. It suffices to handle the case of 0+. Indeed, the case of 0& will
follows just by using duality and the formula (Opw(a))C=Opw(a ).
We can assume that a(x, ’)=0 when |’|<2c, the error operator being
infinitely regularizing. We use a dyadic partition of unity
1= :
j # N
.(2& j’), |’|c, . # D(Rn"0),
which allows us to write a=j aj , with a j (x, ’)=a(x, ’) .(2& j’) and we
shall need the following lemma:
Lemma 4.4. For all m # R and a # S m1, 1 , we have: &Opw(a j)&L(L2)
Cst 2 jmpm(a), where pm(a) is a semi-norm of a in S m1, 1 that can be taken to
be equal to
:
|;|n+1
&(’) |;| &m ;’ a&L .
Since the proof of this lemma is an easy consequence of Lemma 3.2 and
Corollary 2.5(i), we omit it.
Consider now the integral I(a) given by (4.2). If k uk and l vl are
dyadic decompositions of u and v respectively, we can write
(2?)2n I(a)=| a~ (!, ’) u^(&’& 12!) v^(’& 12 !) d! d’= :
j, k, l
Ijkl
where I jkl=| a~ j (!, ’) u^k(&’& 12!) v^l (’& 12!) d! d’.
We have 2 jt |’|(1d) |’+ 12 !|t2k on the support of integration of the
last integral. Hence, there exists an integer N0 such that (2?)2n I(a)=
k j&N Ijkl .
We shall analyse separately
I$(a)=(2?)&2n :
k, l j&N
Ijkl and I"(a)=I(a)&I$(a).
If M1 , M2 # 2N, we have
(1+|’+ 12!|
2)M1 2 (1+|’& 12!|
2)M2 2= :
|:|+|;|M1+M2
c:; !:’;,
where the c:; are constants, and so, we can also write
Ijkl = :
|:|+|;|M1+M2
c:;
_|
!:’;a~ j (!, ’) u^k(&’&(12) !) v^l (’&(12) !) d! d’
(1+|’+(12) !|2)M1 2 (1+|’&(12) !|2)M2 2
.
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Applying then Lemma 4.4 to the symbol :xa(x, ’) ’
; # S m+|:|+|;|1, 1 , we
obtain the inequalities
|Ijkl |Cst :
|:|+|;| M1+M2
2 j(m+|:|+|;| )pm+|:|(:xa) |uk |&M1 |vl | &M2
Cst q(a) 2 j(m+M1+M2)2&kM1 |uk | 0 2&lM2 |vl | 0
Cst q(a) 2( j&k)(M1+m&s)=k2( j&l )(M2+s)$l ,
where q(a)= |:|M1+M2, |;|n+1 &(’)
|;|&|:|&m :x
;
’ a(x, ’)&L ,
=k=2k(m&s) |uk | 0 and $l=2ls |vl | 0 .
To estimate I$(a), we take M1>s&m and M2> &s, and then proceed as
|I$(a)|Cst :
j \ :k j&N 2
( j&k)(M1+m&s)=k +\ :l j&N 2
( j&l )(M2+s)$ l+
=Cst :
j
=~ j$ j
Cst &(=~ j)&l2 &($ j)&l2Cst &(=k)&l2 &($l)&l2Cst |u|m&s |v| s .
To estimate I"(a), we take M1>s&m and M2=0, and since s<0, we
have
|I"(a)|Cst :
j \ :k j&N 2
( j&k)(M1+m&s)=k+\ :l< j&N 2
( j&l ) s$l+
Cst &(=k)&l2 &($l)&l2Cst |u|m&s |v| s ,
and this achieves the proof of Theorem 4.3. K
The following result is similar to Theorem 3.4 of [16].
Corollary 4.5. For all a # S m1, 1 such that the distribution a~ vanishes in
both 0+ and 0&, the operator Opw(a) is continuous from H s(Rn) to
H s&m(Rn), for all s # R. Moreover, there exist symbols a in S m1, 1 that vanish
in 0+ (resp. 0&) such that the operators Opw(a) are not continuous from
H s(Rn) to H s&m(Rn), for all s0 (resp. sm).
Proof. The first part can be obtained from Theorem 4.3 just by using
interpolation. It can also be proven by going back to the proof of
Theorem 4.3 and by noticing that I"(a)=0 then. When m=0, the second
part follows from Theorem 4.1 by taking a given by (4.1) and a . When m{0,
one may consider a similar formula: a(x, ’)=j # N e&2
j+1ix’02 jm/(2& j’)
where / and ’0 are as in (4.1). The verification is also similar and is left to the
reader. K
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Remarks 4.6. (1) Corollary 4.5 shows that, in the Weyl quantization
case, the linear subspaces [’\ 12!=0] have the same significance, and this
contrast (and explain the difference) with the standard quantization case
where a~ is required to vanish only near the subspace [’+!=0] to obtain
the continuity of Op(a) in all Sobolev spaces. See [16, 17].
(2) If a # S m1, 1 , the para-truncated symbol b (in the sense of Bony
[2]) associated to a is also in S m1, 1 and, moreover, satisfies the vanishing
condition of Corollary 4.5. Hence, the ‘‘para-Weyl’’ operator Ta=Opw(b) is
continuous from H s(Rn) to H s&m(Rn), for all s # R.
It follows from Theorem 4.1 that Theorem 3.1 is false when $=1. In view
of Corollary 4.5, a natural substitute for it is the following:
Theorem 4.7. Let E stands for H s, s$ul (R
n_Rn), s>0, s$>n2, or
H _ul (R
2n), _ # R2n, _i>0, _ i+1> 12 , 1in.
Let a: Rn_Rn  C be a function satisfying:
(i) a(x, ’) /(’) is in E, for all / in D(Rn).
(ii) The set [a(*&1x, *’) /(’); *1] is bounded in E, for all / in
D(Rn"0).
(iii) a~ |0+ _ 0&=0.
Then, Opw(a) defines a bounded operator in L2(Rn).
Proof. The proof is similar to that of Theorem 3.1. We consider only
the case E=H _ul (R
2n) and use the same notations. The first step concerns
the study of Opw( j bj) and is almost the same as that of the proof
of Theorem 3.1. Precisely, we just have to set $=1 and, instead of
Corollary (iv), to apply the following lemma:
Lemma 4.8. There exists a constant C>0 such that if a is a tempered
distribution in R2n for which the quantity
Q(a)= sup
k # Rn \| } /(x&k) F2(a)(x, y) ‘
n
i=1
( yi) {i }
2
dx dy+
12
is finite for some / # S(Rn) with  /(x) dx=1 and {i> 12 , 1in, then the
operator Opw(a) is bounded in L2(Rn) and &Opw(a)&L(L2)Cst Q(a).
Proof. First, assume that a # S(R2n). Writing the n-dyadic decomposi-
tion j a j of a(x, ’) with respect to ’ and then applying Lemma 2.3 and
Lemma 2.4 to each term aj (x, ’) yield
&Opw(a)&L(L2)Cst :
j # Nn
2 | j |2 sup
k # Rn \| |/(x&k) aj (x, ’)| 2 dx d’+
12
,
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where the constant is of course independent of a. On the other hand, we
have
(2?)n | |a j (x, ’)|2 d’=| |F2(aj)(x, y)|2 dy
Cst 2&2( j1{1+ } } } + jn{n) | }F2(a)(x, y) ‘
n
i=1
( yi) {i }
2
dy.
Hence,
&Opw(a)&L(L2)Cst :
j # Nn
2[ j1((12)&{1)+ } } } + jn((12)&{n)]Q(a)=Cst Q(a).
If a  S(R2n) but Q(a)<, by using a classical regularization of a, one
can find a sequence (ak) in S(R2n) such that ak  a in S$(R2n) and
Q(ak)CstQ(a), \k # N. Now, it remains just to pass to the limit in the
inequality
|(Opw(ak) v | u)|Cst Q(a) |u|0 |v| 0 , u, v # S(Rn),
as k  , to obtain the conclusion. K
We return to the proof of Theorem 4.7. The second step is different from
that of the proof of Theorem 3.1. If u, v # S(Rn), set I= j (Opw[rj (2 jx,
2& j’)] v | u ). The idea is to use the dyadic decomposition of rj (x, ’)
with respect to x in addition to those of u and v : u=k uk , v=l vl ,
rj=m r j, m . This allows us to write I=j, k, l, m Ij, k, l, m where
Ij, k, l, m =(Opw[r j, m(2 jx, 2& j’)] vl | u k)
=(2?)&2n 2& jn | r~ j, m(2& j!, 2& j’) u^k(&’& 12!) v^l (’& 12!) d! d’.
On the support of integration of the last expression, we have
|!|t2 j+m,
2 j td |’||’+ 12!|t2k,
2 j tc |’||’& 12!|t2l,
2 j+mt |!|+ |’|t |’+ 12!|+|’& 12 !|t2k+2 lt2max(k, l ).
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Consequently, there exists an integer N # N such that for non-zero terms
Ij, k, l, m , we have
k j&N, l j&N, and |m+ j&max(k, l )|N.
Hence, applying Lemma 4.8 with {=(_n+1 , ..., _2n), we obtain
|I |Cst :
j
:
k j&N
:
l j&N
:
|m+ j&max(k, l )|N
|rj, m | (0, {); ul |uk |0 |vl | 0 .
Now, using an argument like that in the proof of Corollary 2.5(iv), one can
show that
|rj, m | (0, {); ulCst 2&m= |rj | _; ul ,
where = is such that 0<=_i , \i # [1, ..., n]. Therefore, we have the
estimates
|I |Cst :
j
:
k j&N
:
l j&N
2&(max(k, l )& j) = |rj |_; ul |uk | 0 |vl |0
Cst :
j
:
k j&N
:
l j&N
2&(k+l&2 j) =2 |a j |_; ul |uk |0 |v l |0
Cst :
j
|aj |_; ul #j#$j ,
where, #j=k j&N 2&(k& j) =2 |uk |0 and #$j=l j&N 2&(l& j) =2 |vl |0 .
Clearly, the sequence ( |aj | _; ul) j is bounded and, by virtue of a classical con-
volution inequality, (#j), (#$j) are square integrable. Hence,
|I |Cst sup
j
|a j |_; ul \:j #
2
j +
12
\:j #$
2
j +
12
Cst sup
j
|a j |_; ul |u| 0 |v| 0 ,
and this achieves the proof of the theorem. K
A simple consequence of Theorem 4.7 is the following:
Corollary 4.9. Opw(a) defines a bounded operator in L2(Rn) if the
symbol a(x, ’) satisfies the following conditions:
(i) The functions (’) |:| :’a(x, ’) are bounded in R
2n for : # Nn,
|:|[n2]+1.
(ii) The functions (’) |:|&= |x&x$|&= |:’a(x, ’)&
:
’a(x$, ’)| are
bounded in R2n for : # Nn, |:|[n2]+1 and some =, 0<=1.
(iii) a~ |0+ _ 0&=0.
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Proof. Such a symbol satisfies the conditions of Theorem 4.7 with
E=H s, s$ul for some s>0 and s$>n2. The verification is easy and is left to
the reader.
Remarks 4.10. (1) In the case of S 01, 0 class of symbols, one can also
show that Opw(a) defines a bounded operator in L2(Rn) if the functions
(’) |:| :’a(x, ’) and (’)
|:| |x&x$| &= |:’ a(x, ’)&
:
’ a(x$, ’)| are bounded
in R2n for : # Nn, |:|[n2]+1 and some =, 0<=1. Such a result can
be proved by using the same techniques as above. What is remarkable here
is that this result is sharp with respect to the used regularity of the symbol:
It is false if one assumes that ==0 or that |:|n2 only. In fact, on the
one hand, if we consider the symbol a(x, ’) given by (4.1), then,
(’) |:| :’a(x, ’) is bounded in R
2n for all : # Nn, although Opw(a) is not
bounded in L2(Rn) as showed in Theorem 4.1. On the other hand, if we
take
a(x, ’)=e&2ix’(x) &n2 /(’), / # S(Rn), /{0, (4.4)
then, clearly, the functions (’) |;| :x
;
’ a(x, ’) are bounded in R
2n for
:, ; # Nn, |;|n2, and, as we saw in the proof of Proposition 2.6, Opw(a)
is not bounded in L2(Rn).
(2) When / is compactly supported, the symbol given by (4.4)
satisfies the vanishing condition of Theorem 4.7. Since the corresponding
operator is not bounded in L2(Rn), this proves that Theorem 4.7 is false
when s$=n2 or _i=12 for some i # [n+1, ..., 2n]. We do not know
whether it holds when s=0 or _i=0, 1in.
(3) All the above results remain true in the case of t-quantization,
0<t<1, with minor changes in the proofs. In fact, the proof of Theorem
4.1 just needs the following modifications: |2t&1| |’0 |<r$<r|’0 | and
0<*inf [ 12 |’0 |, r$&|2t&1| |’0 |]. The choices are possible because
|2t&1|<1. Furthermore, since |2(1&t)&1|=|2t&1|, Theorem 4.1 is true
for Opt(a) and Op1&t(a) simultaneously, and this allows us to prove
Corollary 4.2 for the index t. Finally, in Theorem 4.3, Theorem 4.7, and
their corollaries, we have to replace the cones [ |’\12!|<d |’|] by
[ |’+t!|<d |’|] and [ |’&(1&t) !|<d |’|].
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